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Abstract 
In 1950, Forsythe and Leibler (1950) intro­
duced a statistical technique for finding the 
inverse of a matrix by characterizing the ele­
ments of the matrix inverse as expected val­
ues of a sequence of random walks. Barto 
and Duff (1994) subsequently showed rela­
tions between this technique and standard 
dynamic programming and temporal differ­
encing methods. The advantage of the Monte 
Carlo matrix inversion (MCMI) approach is 
that it scales better with respect to state­
space size than alternative techniques. In 
this paper, we introduce an algorithm for per­
forming reinforcement learning policy eval­
uation using MCMI. We demonstrate that 
MCMI possesses accuracy similar to a max­
imum likelihood model-based policy evalua­
tion approach but avoids ML's slow execution 
time. In fact, we show that MCMI executes 
at a similar runtime to temporal differencing 
(TD). We then illustrate a least-squares gen­
eralization technique for scaling up MCMI to 
large state spaces. We compare this least­
squares Monte Carlo matrix inversion (LS­
MCMI) technique to the least-squares tem­
poral differencing (LSTD) approach intro­
duced by Bradtke and Barto (1996) demon­
strating that both LS-MCMI and LSTD have 
similar runtime. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Estimating the expected future reward in a Markov 
reward process is fundamental to many approaches for 
reinforcement learning and Markov decision process 
planning (Bellman, 1957). For instance, in Policy­
Iteration (Howard, 1960), an estimate of the value of 
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some current fixed policy must be performed at each 
iteration, a policy that is then improved with each it­
eration. In this paper we focus on value estimation. A 
variety of techniques for performing value estimation 
such as iterative successive approximations ( eg. Jacobi 
iterative solvers) as well as reinforcement learning ap­
proaches such as temporal differencing (TD) and max­
imum likelihood (ML), exist. We will investigate the 
differing advantages between the latter reinforcement 
learning techniques and a Monte Carlo matrix inver­
sion (MCMI) technique for solving a system of linear 
equations as the expected value of a statistic defined 
over a sampled random walk following a Markov pro­
cess. In particular, we will investigate the problem 
of estimating the expected sum of future rewards in 
an infinite horizon discounted Markov reward process 
(Sutton & Barto, 1998). 
A popular approach to value estimation in Markov re­
ward processes is by temporal differencing (Sutton, 
1988; Dayan, 1992). Temporal differencing estima­
tors are considered computationally efficient estima­
tors that possess a bootstrap mechanism that allows 
for value estimate updates during the information 
gathering of sampling. Temporal difference estima­
tion is known as a direct or model-free approach. This 
method does not require the explicit modelling of the 
state-to-state probability transitions or the average re­
wards. In contrast to such direct methods are indirect 
or model-based approaches such as the maximum like­
lihood method and the Monte Carlo matrix inversion 
method. 
The maximum likelihood approach follows a model­
based strategy for value estimation by forming an ex­
plicit estimate of the state transition matrix and av­
erage reward vector. The value estimate is derived by 
solving a matrix equation. The computational com­
plexity of the matrix solve is often held as the main 
drawback of this approach which has been empirically 
shown to produce more accurate value estimates than 
model-free temporal differencing methods (Lu et a!., 
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2002). However, Lu et al. (2002) have pointed out 
that ML 's high complexity runtime is only a worst-case 
scenario arising rarely and often only with dense state 
transition matrices. In many cases, the state transi­
tion matrix is often quite sparse and there currently 
exist numerous direct matrix solvers to efficiently fac­
tor and produce solutions for such linear systems (Duff 
et al., 1986). However, there still remain sparse sys­
tems which result in the worst case cubic solve time 
for matrix solvers. 
In contrast to the ML model-based method is another 
model-based method known as Monte Carlo matrix in­
version (MCMI). Although MCMI was proposed over 
50 years ago by J. von Neumann and S. M. Ulam in 
a paper by Forsythe and Lciblcr (1950), it is only re-
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to reinforcement learning. Barto and Duff ( 1994) in­
vestigated the theoretical similarities between MCMI 
and iterative as well as dynamic programming based 
approaches to reinforcement learning. Their principal 
results dealt with how, due to the similarities to TD 
algorithms, TD algorithms should scale well for suffi­
ciently large problems. They did not deal with imple­
menting and using MCMI as a solver in its own right. 
In this paper we explicitly compare the implementa­
tions of MCMI with ML and TD. We also consider 
a least-squares generalization algorithm for MCMI to 
handle exponentially large states and compare it to 
the least-squares temporal differencing approach first 
introduced by Bradtke and Barto (1996). 
MCMI differs from the TD method for finding a solu­
tion to a system of equations by casting the solution as 
an expected value of a statistic defined over a sequence 
of random walks. It is similar to the ML method in 
that both methods form an estimate of a matrix. How­
ever, ML estimates the original state transitions of the 
system, while MCMI estimates the inverse of a matrix 
system and then derives the value estimates directly 
from the reward vector by a matrix-vector product. 
An advantage of the MCMI model-based method over 
the ML method is that it avoids the costly matrix fac­
torization that is needed to produce the solution in 
the maximum likelihood approach by deriving the in­
verse directly from sampling. Another significant ad­
vantage is that MCMI only requires storage space lin­
ear in the size of the state space versus ML's quadratic 
state space requirements. 
It is important to distinguish MCMI with the Monte 
Carlo methods traditionally applied in reinforcement 
learning algorithms. The traditional Monte Carlo re­
inforcement algorithms are a form of iterative up­
date similar to standard temporal differencing meth­
ods except they lack the bootstrapping which allows 
for immediate value estimate updates during sampling. 
They are therefore a form of model-free algorithm, un­
like the model-based MCMI approach. 
As noted by Barto and Duff (1994), MCMI can pro­
duce value estimates for a single state for a fixed policy 
without explicitly deriving the value estimates of other 
states. Unlike TD and ML whose value estimates are 
dependent on producing value estimates for all other 
states at the same time, MCMI essentially decouples 
this dependence on other states. This state value esti­
mation independence will be a great advantage in our 
implementation of least-squares MCMI. 
In this paper, we begin with a general overview of the 
fixed policy value estimation problem. This is followed 
by a description of the temporal differencing, maxi­
mum likelihood and Monte Carlo matrix inversion ap­
proaches to solving this problem, providing the the­
oretical background as to the advantages and limita­
tions of each method. We then provide an algorithm 
for MCMI value estimation, detailing a runtime and 
estimation error analysis. We follow this with the in­
troduction and analysis of a least-square Monte Carlo 
matrix inversion (LS-MCMI) method. We will then 
experimentally demonstrate that MCMI runs as effi­
ciently as TD but produces significantly more accurate 
results just as other model-based methods such as ML 
do. We also demonstrate that MCMI tends to be only 
marginally less accurate than ML, but has the signifi­
cant advantage that it scales much better in terms of 
state-space size than ML. Finally, we show that LS­
MCMI and LSTD run at approximately similar rates. 
2 BACKGROUND 
The standard reinforcement learning environment, 
which we will be dealing with, involves a discrete 
time Markov reward process on a finite set of N 
states, n = 1, ... , N is described by a transition model 
P(Si+I = miS; = n), where we assume the transition 
probabilities do not change over process time i (sta­
tionarity assumption). Such a transition model can be 
represented by an N x N matrix P, where P(n, m) 
denotes P(Si+I = miS; = n) for all process times i. 
The reward R; observed at time i is independent of all 
other rewards and states given the state S; visited at 
time i. We also assume the reward model is stationary 
and therefore let r(n) denote E[R;IS; = n] and u2(n) 
denote Var(R;IS; = n) for all process times i. Thus, 
r and u2 represent the vectors (of size N x 1) of ex­
pected rewards and reward variances respectively over 
the different states n = 1, ... , N. 
The value function v(n) is defined to be the expected 
sum of discounted future rewards obtained by starting 
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in a state So = n. That is, v is a vector given by 
v r + ;Pr + ;2 P2r + · · · 
r+;Pv (1) 
Therefore, if P and r are known then v can be calcu­
lated explicitly by solving the matrix equation 
(I -;P)v r (2) 
All of the estimators we consider will produce esti­
mates v of the value function by processing sample tra­
jectories that have been generated by some indepen­
dent sampling strategy. The specific sampling strategy 
we consider depends on whether or not the Markov re­
ward process has an absorbing state. 
Absorbing restarts If the process has an absorbing 
state (and finite expected walk length) then the sam­
pling process produces independent trajectories by re­
starting at a state randomly drawn from a uniform 
distribution whenever the absorbing state is reached. 
Random walk If the Markov reward process does not 
have an absorbing state (and is irreducible) then we 
sample one long trajectory through the reward process. 
Several estimators can be applied to the value esti­
mation problem in Markov reward processes. These 
methods attempt to estimate the value of each state 
by processing sampled trajectories. The specific esti­
mators we consider are: TD(.A), maximum likelihood 
and Monte Carlo Matrix Inversion. 
2.1 TEMPORAL DIFFERENCING 
The temporal difference estimator TD ( .\) that we im­
plement in our analysis is conventionally implemented 
using eligibility traces, as shown in Figure 1 (Sutton & 
Barto, 1998). TD(.A) is perceived to be computation­
ally efficient, as it runs in O(T N) time, in the worst 
case, while requiring O(N) space, where N is the num­
ber of states and T is the number of sampling steps. 
2.2 MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD 
For the individual parameters P(n, m) and r (n) , the 
maximum likelihood estimates are given by 
P(n, m) 
r(n) 
#{ i: s; = n and Si+l = m} 
#{i:s;=n} 
l:{i:s,=n) r; 
#{i: s; = n} 
if #{i : s; = n} > 0 (otherwise undefined). Here 
# denotes set cardinality. Given these quantities one 
can obtain the maximum likelihood estimate simply 
Initialize vrv(n) arbitrarily, e(n) = 0, V 1 � n � N 
Repeat for each trajectory: 
Draw an initial state n 
Repeat for each step of trajectory: 
a t-- action given by 1r for n 
Observe next state m and reward r 
6 +-- r + J'VTD(m)- VTv(n) 
e(n) t-- e(n) + 1 
For all states £: 
vrv (£) +-- VTD (£)+a 6 e(l) 
e(£) t-- /'>.e(£) 
n t-- m 
Until state n is terminal 
Figure 1: On-line TD(.\) with eligibility traces 
by plugging P and r into Equation 2 and solving for 
the vector v ml in 
(3) 
Solving this equation is perceived to be the most ardu­
ous aspect of producing an ML estimate, since it can 
require O(N3) run time using standard algorithms. 
Nevertheless, ML yields a consistent estimator in the 
sense that limr-+oo Vml -t v with probability one for 
reachable states, since both P -t P and r -t r by the 
strong law of large numbers (Ash, 1972). However, 
ML is actually biased; that is, generally, E[vmt] -:f. v.1 
However, despite this bias ML yields a good estima­
tor for v because it tends to make efficient use of the 
sample data by estimating the transition probabilities 
P(Si+l = miS; = n) in terms of every visit to S; = n 
regardless of process time i. We empirically verify be­
low that it does indeed yield superior estimates. In 
addition, ML requires O(t) space where t is the num­
ber of nonzeros in the matrix I -;P of Equation 3. 
2.3 MONTE CARLO MATRIX 
INVERSION 
J. von Neumman and S. M. Ulam observed that for 
any matrix M where M's eigenvalues are bound by 
1This can be seen by noting that even though E[Pir] = 
E[Pi]E[r], E(r] = r and E[P] = P (since R; is indepen­
dent of Sk given S; = n), it is not true that E[Pi] is equal 
to pi in general. Consider the special case of determin-
. "2 "2 N-1 " " mg E(P (n, m)]. Here P (n, m) = l:e=o P(n, l)P(l, m), 
where for terms such that l i' n we have P( n, l) inde­
pendent of F(£, m), as desired. However for the term 
l = n, the quantities F(n, n) and F(n, m) are not inde­
pendent. For example, in the case where m = n they be­
come P(n, n)', whose expectation is given by E(F(n, n)'] = 
Var(F(n, n)) + (E[F(n, n)])2 > (E[F(n, n)])2• 
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one (maxr IAr(M)I < 1), then 
00 
([I - Mt1)ij = 2)Mk)ij· (4) 
k=O 
From this observation, they were able to propose a 
mechanism for computing the individual elements ([I ­
M]-1)ij of the inverse matrix M by first splitting the 
matrix 1\J = P. * V where ·* represents the element by 
element dot product (ie. Mij = Pij * V;/V'i, j). P is a 
probability transition matrix where I:;j Pij = Pi < 1 
for each row of P. Wasow (1952) proposed a random 
walk where the walk starts in a state i and the next 
state is determined by the probability distribution of 
row i of matrix P. We move to next state k from state 
i with probability Pik· The random walk continues in 
this way until a stopping point is reached. Recaii that 
each row has I:;j Pij = Pi < 1. Therefore, for each row 
i, there is a probability of stopping of 1 - L:i Pu. Let 
W;j be the product 
fork= j 
otherwise 
(5) 
where the sequence { i, i0, i1, . . .  , imo k} are the resulting 
states of a single random walk starting in state i and 
terminating in state k. Forsythe and Leibler showed 
that 
(6) 
An obvious solution to the value estimation of equation 
2 is to find the inverse of I - 7P. For"/< 1, then the 
eigenvalues of"/ P are less than one. Therefore we can 
apply the Monte Carlo matrix inversion algorithm to 
find a value estimate to equation 2. 
3 MONTE CARLO MATRIX 
INVERSION ALGORITHM 
Finding the inverse of I -"/ P of equation 2 is well 
suited to Monte Carlo Matrix inversion because it sat­
isfies the eigenvalue requirements and matrix P is al­
ready a probability matrix. Note that the I:;j P;j = 1. 
However, as long as "/ < 1 then I:;j ("! P)ij = "f < 1. 
Therefore the stopping value of our random walk tra­
jectories will be 1 - "/ at every step. Recall from equa­
tion 4 that if we are inverting I - M, we need to split 
M into two matrices, P' and V where I:;j P[j < 1 and 
M;j = Pf. V;j. However, in our value estimation prob-
J I S • l'fi !em we can directly set P = "/ P .  o, V s1mp 1 es to a 
matrix of all ones. Therefore, in a random walk W;j, 
equation 5 becomes 
fork= j 
otherwise ' (7) 
Initialize column vectors t = 0, s = 0, v = 0, 
set 1, fix policy rr 
and U is a uniform probability distribution {0,1} 
Repeat for each trajectory: 
Draw an initial state n 
Repeat for each step of trajectory: 
t(n) f-- t(n) + 1 
Choose x E U 
While x � 1 and n is not an absorbing state repeat: 
Draw next state n 
t(n) f-- t(n) + 1 
Choose x E U 
st--s+ t  
v +-- v + r(n)t 
For each state n: 
( ) v(n) V n f-- (1 �)s(n) 
where r are rewards observed during trajectory sampling 
Figure 2: Monte Carlo Matrix Inversion Value Esti­
mation 
where i is the initial starting state and k is the final 
state of our random walk trajectory. We can thus cal­
culate any individual ([I -7P]-1 )ij element by starting 
our trajectories always in state i and the ratio of the 
number of states ending in state j to the total number 
of trajectories would be the Monte Carlo matrix inver­
sion estimate of ([I - 'Yp]-1)ij· We can calculate an 
entire row i of matrix [I -7PJ-1 by simply starting all 
our trajectory walks in state i and storing the number 
of walks that end in each of the states 1 < j < N. 
With an entire row i of (I- 7P)-1, we can-calc�late 
the value estimate for a single state i by vector product 
v; == (I- 7P)j_/r. (8) 
One efficiency improvement that may be incorporated 
as noted by Forsythe and Leibler (1950) is to use each 
step of a trajectory as the start of a new trajectory, 
thus increasing the number of estimates derived from 
a single random walk to equal the number of steps in 
that walk. Figure 2 illustrates a Monte Carlo matrix 
inversion algorithm which produces values estimates 
for all visited states. Also, if an absorbing state is 
reached, the algorithm can simply stay in the absorb­
ing state until a stopping x value is obtained. However, 
it can be shown that the expected value of absorbing 
states is always 1/(1- 7), so for added efficiency, ran­
dom walks may be terminated and a new trajectory 
started when an absorbing state is reached. 
3.1 ACCURACY ANALYSIS 
As illustrated in equation 6, our random walk W;j has 
an expected value of ([I - "/p]-1 )ij· However the ac-
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curacy of our solution will depend on the variance of 
our trajectory walks. The variance for our [/- 1P] 
matrix can be shown to be 
<Tfv = ([I- ,rt1)ij- (([I - !Pt1);y. (9) ,, 1 
- 'Y 
Since variance by definition is always positive, then 
the variance can be shown to be always bound by: 
1 
ITZ . < --�-=-W,, - 4(1- /)2. (10) 
Therefore, error in Monte Carlo matrix inversion is de­
pendent on both the value of 1 and the variance of the 
probability distributions of P. The smaller the value of 
''the better our estimates. This is in contrast to max­
imum likelihood, whose error in estimating P is depen­
dent only on the variance of the probability distribu­
tion of P (Varga, 1962). Therefore we would expect 
that maximum likelihood value estimates should have 
less error than the Monte Carlo method. However, 
it would be superior to temporal differencing since it 
makes efficient use of sampling similar to maximum 
likelihood. 
3.2 RUNTIME ANALYSIS 
MCMI's runtime for a single estimate is determined 
completely by the stopping parameter 'Y· Since an es­
timate of ([I - 'YPt1);j can only be made at the end 
of each random walk, then value estimates can only 
be updated at the end of each random walk. The ex­
pected value of a random walk W;j is 12"1 with vari­
ance (1_""�"1)2• Over a large number of random walks, 
the time until an update will be the expected value of 
a random walk, which can be treated as a constant. 
Therefore, 
number of walks ex T, 
where T is the total number of sampling steps. Fol­
lowing the algorithm of figure 2, where all states that 
are visited during a walk are updated at the end of a 
walk, then the total runtime of MCMI would be 
runtime== #{walks} x #{states updated}, 
which under worst case would be O(T N). This is the 
same runtime as temporal differencing. Therefore, we 
would expect MCMI to run at approximately the same 
rate as TD. 
3.3 STORAGE COSTS 
MCMI, similar to maximum likelihood, is a model­
based method and therefore requires some model stor­
age. However, unlike ML, MCMI has the advantage of 
only needing to store space linear in N, the number of 
states one is interested in value estimating. 
Initialize column vectors t = 0, s = 0, VM = 0, 
w = 0, set <1>-1 and /,fix policy rr 
and U is a uniform probability distribution {0,1} 
Repeat for each trajectory: 
Draw an initial state n 
Repeat for each step of trajectory: 
t(n) t- t(n) + 1 
Choose x E U 
While x � 1 and n is not an absorbing state repeat: 
Draw next state n 
t(n) t- t(n) + 1 
Choose x E U 
st-s+t 
VM f-- VM + r(n)t 
For each state n of the m states of set M: 
( ) 
vM(n) VM n t- (1 "J)s(n) 
For each row n of the k rows of <1>: 
w(n) t- l:
;EM 
<l>-1(n,j)vM(j) 
where r are rewards observed during trajectory sampling 
and M is the set of all states visited. 
Figure 3: Least-Squares Monte Carlo Matrix Inversion 
(LS-MCMI) Value Estimation 
4 GENERALIZATION 
Thus far we have principlely dealt with tractable MDP 
state sizes. However in real world applications, state 
sizes are typically exponentially large. MCMI value 
estimation can deal with these large states in a manner 
similar to other reinforcement learning solvers through 
functional approximation. Functional approximators 
generally must be either known or available a priori 
to value estimation. The states are derived through 
some parameterized function where the parameter is a 
tractable size. 
As an example of how we may apply a reinforce­
ment learning generalization technique to MCMI let 
us consider one recent form of approximation using 
a least-squares technique. The basic idea presented 
by Bradtke and Barto (1996) is that an exponen­
tially large state space can be compressed down into 
a smaller set under the assumption that some states 
behave similarly to other states. The compression 
is dependent on a set of feature vectors { ¢1, ... , ¢k}, 
where the number of feature vectors is a tractable size. 
This least-squares method modifies equation 2 by us­
ing a set of k feature vectors ¢; each of size N x 1 
where k :::; N. These feature vectors capture simi­
lar properties among states. If we let <l>w = v where 
<I>= [¢1, ... , ¢k], then equation 2 becomes 
(I - 1 P)<l>w = r. (11) 
The matrix 1 P<l> is an over-determined matrix. 
The Least-Squares Temporal Differencing approach 
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(LSTD) finds a solution by using a least-squares ap­
proach which multiplies both sides of equation 11 by 
the transpose of if> 
if>T (I- 1P)if>w = if>T r. (12) 
When performing LSTD, value estimates are com­
puted for the k feature vectors, which can then be 
mapped back to the original states. 
For a least-squares Monte Carlo matrix inversion (LS­
MCMI) approach, consider rearranging equation 11 
such that: 
w (13) 
1,vhich becomes 
w (14) 
Assuming that we can compute the inverse of the fea­
ture matrix if>, then we can modify our algorithm of 
figure 2 into the algorithm of figure 7. 2 Although the 
total number of states, N, in our system is exponen­
tially large, the number of actual states visited, m, can 
be assumed to be a tractable size. Thus, if Jl.f is the set 
of states visited, then m = IMI and m << N. With 
only m states visited, we can tractably store these in 
a value estimate vector VM of size m entries. We can 
then left multiply V M with our if>-l to produce value 
estimates w of our k feature states. 
It is important to note that we can separate the pro­
cess of estimating the value of actual states from the 
k feature states of w only because MCMI has this un­
coupled state independence property for the valuing 
of each state. Temporal differencing's state updates 
are dependent on the current value of all other states 
in the system. So for exponentially large MDPs, we 
can only get a good value estimate if we can update 
all states, which can only be tractably done if we deal 
with the compressed system if>T (I-� P)if> at each up­
date. Thus, MCMI has the significant advantage that 
we can produce value estimates for actual states of 
the original system and we only need to convert to the 
k feature parameter states after completing our sam­
pling. 
In regards to runtime, we can replace N in our analysis 
of MCMI with m for LS-MCMI to yield a runtime of 
O(Tm). The storage space requirement for LS-MCMI 
would be O(m). 
2 Recall that in order to apply M CMI we need 
maxr 1>-r(I- 1P)I < 1, which is true as long as ")' < 1. 
This restriction is all we need for LS-MCMI as long as we 
only use MCMI for computing (I- 1P)-1 and apply the 
q.-1 transformation separately. 
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5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
In our experiments, we artificially created random 
probability transition matrices. We therefore can com­
pute a true value estimate for each state ( Vtrue ) for 
residual error comparisons. Unless otherwise noted, 
reported experimental results used )., == .9, a = .5, 
1 = .8. The sample runs were each repeated 20 times 
and then the average reported. 
Figure 4 demonstrates that decreasing values of our 
discount factor 1 reduces the error in our value esti­
mates. As predicted by equation 9 this is due to the 
effect 1 has on the variance of our value estimator. 
The relative residual error is calculated by 
l 'd l [vest - Vtrue I re res1 ua error = 
I I 
, 
Vtrue 
( 15) 
where we normalize over .all N states of our environ­
ment. We also see that as the sample size increases, 
relative residual error decreases. 
Figure 5 compares the residual error of MCMI to ML 
and TD. As we predicted MCMI has an accuracy rate 
comparable to ML and is considerably better than TD. 
In fact, MCMI is at times more accurate than ML 
which may be due to the bias ML has at low sample 
size. 
Figure 6 verifies our prediction that MCMI runs at 
O(TN) just as TD does. Here we fixed the sampling 
size at 20,000. As we can see, both MCMI and TD run 
approximately linear to the state space size N. ML's 
worst case O(N3) time can be seen as the state size 
becomes very large. At small state size ML can often 
run faster than TD or MCMI. 
Figure 7 uses Boyan's (1999) implementation of LSTD 
which runs at O(Tk2) time. We fix both the num­
ber of sampling steps at T = 20,000 and the number 
of feature vector states at k == 100. We bound the 
number of states visited during sampling to a total of 
m = 100. The only varying parameter is the state 
size. LS-MCMI runs at O(Tm) time. Neither LS­
MCMI nor LSTD include N in their runtimes. There­
fore, as one would expect, the graph of figure 7 shows 
the runtimes of both LS-MCMI and LSTD running at 
approximately constant time. 
6 CONCLUSION 
In this paper we have presented a Monte Carlo ma­
trix inversion value estimation algorithm for policy 
evaluation. This method possesses the advantages of 
the speed of the temporal differencing approach, run­
ning at O(TN) time when estimating all N states of 
a system, combined with the superior accuracy of the 
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maximum likelihood approach. Unlike both tempo­
ral differencing and the maximum likelihood approach, 
Monte Carlo matrix inversion value estimation can es­
timate independently individual states without updat­
ing the value estimates of any other states. Therefore 
the actual runtime for estimating a single state for 
MCMI is O(T). This model-based method requires 
model storage of O(N). The state update indepen­
dence of MCMI allows us to implement a least-squares 
Monte Carlo matrix inversion (LS-MCMI) algorithm 
by compressing the system after computing value es­
timates of states visited during sampling. The LS­
MCMI algorithm thus runs in O(T m) where m is the 
number of unique states visited. 
From our analysis, when performing value estimation 
for reinforcement learning problems, if storage spare 
is not too much a concern, then the model-based ap­
proaches should be preferred. Maximum likelihood 
value estimation can be used efficiently for low state 
size and for large state size Monte Carlo matrix in­
version may be efficiently applied. For exponentially 
large state spaces, a least-squares Monte Carlo matrix 
inversion can be used. 
In regards to future work, we will look into policy 
improvement techniques for MCMI using such meth­
ods as policy iteration and value iteration. We may 
also apply a policy iteration method to our LS-MCMI 
method and compare it to Lagoudakis and Parr's 
(2001) least-squares policy iteration technique. 
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